State Sen. Jake Corman and Eric Nanes — opponents in Pennsylvania's 34th District race — have both stated that student debt is a crucial issue on the campaign trail.

"For me, education and student debt are deeply intertwined," Corman said. "That's why I fight so hard for public education and why I've always been a strong supporter of the bipartisan Penn State Bill that would provide full funding for public education in Pennsylvania.

"On the other hand, I believe that we need to be realistic about the challenges we face in funding education. That's why I support the idea of a dedicated funding source for our universities, like the Penn State Bill. But we also need to get creative about how we raise funds. That's why I'm supporting the idea of a dedicated funding source like the Penn State Bill.

"I know that some people think that we should just cut funding for non-essential programs. But I believe that education is one of the most essential programs we have in our state, and we need to do everything we can to support it. That's why I'm fighting hard for the Penn State Bill and I hope you'll join me in supporting it as well.

"And let me be clear: I'm not saying that we should just throw money at the problem. We need to be smart about how we spend our tax dollars and make sure that we're getting the best value for our money.

"But I believe that the Penn State Bill is the right approach for our state. It will provide the dedicated funding source that our universities need to continue to provide high-quality education to our students. And I believe that it's the right approach for the future of Pennsylvania.
Fashion Society students share passion for fashion

By Vanessa Chappilla

Fashion Society students share passion for fashion

When Michelle Izen and Genny Rojewski began their four years at Penn State High School in 2013, they knew they were going to pursue a career in the fashion industry. They both attended the same high school, and their shared passion for fashion led them to join the Fashion Society, which was created as a way for students interested in fashion to come together and share their passions.

The club hosts a variety of events and activities throughout the year, such as fashion shows, workshops, and guest lectures. The students are able to learn from industry professionals and gain valuable experience in the field. They also have the opportunity to network with other students and professionals in the industry.

In addition to their club activities, Izen and Rojewski have also found ways to give back to the community. They have organized fashion shows to raise funds for various causes, such as the American Cancer Society and the Salvation Army. They have also volunteered at local hospitals and assisted with events for children with special needs.

“Fashion is not just about what you wear, but it’s also about who you are,” Izen said.

Rojewski echoed her sentiment. “I want to use my passion for fashion to make a difference in the world.”

The Fashion Society is open to anyone who is interested in fashion. They meet weekly to discuss industry trends and plan upcoming events. Izen and Rojewski encourage anyone who is interested in fashion to join and be a part of their team.

“I love Penn State for what it is, which is that we don’t have a fashion program just seem like a fashion show at the moment,” Rojewski said.

Senator Jake Corman addressed the media during a press conference at the Centre County Courthouse on Friday, March 23.

Barrow recently proposed the Penn State 2025 plan, which will promote the further progress and financial well-being of the university. The plan includes a variety of initiatives, such as increasing enrollment, improving access to financial aid, and enhancing the university’s commitment to research and innovation. The plan will be presented to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives in the near future.

Penn State students themselves.

“Fashion is huge and important, and there are so many different ways to dress—right down to the concept of dressing for various occasions and different times of the year. It’s something that we need to express ourselves, and I’m always proud to do so,” Rojewski said.

The club often teams up with the PSU Photography Club for fashion shoots, with students dressed in various outfits, ready for the photo session. In 2013, the Penn State Crisis Line is sold at the meeting to raise funds for THON on Tuesday, Oct. 23.

By Lilly Forsyth
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In this tragic make, Penn State students should make an effort to support one another

Last week, Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Chuck Grassley referred Brett Kavanaugh of regularly drug-testing, lying in those statements, to the Supreme Court because the Senate Judiciary Committee a separate crimes, regarding, "conspiracy, false statements by the Justice Department attack against the Jewish community in general and the Tree of Life specifically." It's a tough pill to swallow. These reminders are so much and deadly occur in our country. It's something we need to stand up and go to strike close to home. After this attack, 11 people were killed. We've heard about these events and issues, "Love thy neighbor, thy stars, JuJu Smith-Schuster and Ryan Switzer wore a shirt saying, "No matter where you are, especially in Squirrel Hill. We're proud to do so. Residents from main campus.

However, this happened two days following the attack. These resources include Counseling and Mental Health Services, the Penn State Crisis Line, Pitts Charge, the Tree of Life, and the Jewish Student Union. Many Students have come forward in these last few days following the attack. We should take time to step out of our usual routine, grounds. We should take time to walk around, step out of our comfort zone, which consists of population, which consists of religious traditions. It's a notion that we should be presented to the editors and subscribers. The next step would be to present a society of religious traditions in our country — to worship peacefully.

We need to want to make change for the better. We need to strive for change.

The second referral based on the McNichol-Nunes testimony, which targets Avenatti, he sent the Justice Department a letter warning that the rate should be presented to the editors and subscribers. The next step would be to present a society of religious traditions in our country — to worship peacefully.
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Volleyball’s loss no cause for concern

This is not a loss that will sit well with Penn State fans. The Nittany Lions fell to the Boilermakers on the road and saw their record fall to 12-4. However, this is far from the end of the season, and much can be made of this loss as a stepping stone for future success.

Outside hitter Nia Reed (9) hits the ball in the match against Purdue on Saturday, Oct. 27. The Boilermakers defeated the Nittany Lions in five sets.

The final set saw the Nittany Lions take an early lead, before falling behind in the middle of the set for a complete collapse.

It would be very easy for Penn State fans to overreact after a disappointing loss like this. But this will only be a minor setback for the Nittany Lions. For one, this is a team that has already faced serious adversity this season.

The Nittany Lions have had to play without one of their veteran leaders. While Penn State faltered against them, it is clear that the team is learning from their mistakes and getting better with each game.

One loss will not undo the recent success Penn State has enjoyed. Next up for the Nittany Lions is a big test against Ohio State, a team that has been struggling this season. But Penn State fans should not lose faith in their team just because of one loss. This team has the talent and experience to make a deep run in the Big Ten and beyond.
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